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NEW BSX® EXTREME WELDER’S GEAR PACK 

 
Santa Fe Springs, CA – Protecting your helmet and storing your gear is about to get a whole lot 
easier with Revco Industries’ newest addition to their BSX® line of extreme welding gear. Designed 
exclusively for welders, the GB100 gear pack offers numerous innovative and thoughtful features. 
 
The exclusive quick-action HelmetCatch™ makes this gear pack stand out above all others. It 
introduces a secure 5-point rigging system and fast drawbridge action designed to make protecting 
your helmet a snap. The padded construction of the HelmetCatch™ helps protect the expensive lens 
from bumps and scratches, while the unique shape accommodates welding helmets of all sizes. The 
gear pack itself can be worn over the shoulders as a rugged backpack with fully adjustable ergonomic 
straps, or it can also be carried by its sturdy, rivet-reinforced top handle. 
 
Constructed with rigid walls, the GB100 supports a welding helmet and heavy duty welding gloves 
on the outside, while leaving plenty of storage room within. The inside features pockets designed to 
organize hammers, brushes, tip cleaners, electrodes and more. A utility carabiner and a free lunch 
cooler are also included with the package. 
 
The GB100 will be formally launched at FABTECH 2010 in Atlanta. It will be available in 
December 2010 through independent welding distributors nationwide. Details and information about 
BSX® products can be found at www.bsxgear.com. 
 
 
About Revco Industries 
 
Revco Industries, Inc., based in Santa Fe Springs, California, is a leading glove and protective apparel company with over 30 years of 
service to the welding and industrial sectors. The company designs, develops, and distributes a full range of innovative protective wear 
nationwide through welding supply distributors, tool and hardware retailers, and equipment rental dealers. Revco Industries markets its 
products under the umbrella trade name Black Stallion®, which encompasses associated brands such as ToolHandz®, MightyMIG®, 
Tigster® and Hybrid™.  More information about Revco Industries and its products can be found at www.revcoindustries.com. 
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